A Professional Microfibre Floor Cleaning System
The 40cm/16” Spraymop has been designed to provide highly efficient performance with the
minimum of effort, ensuring a high standard of floor cleaning in the shortest period of time.
In the majority of applications the mop will always be used “Damp Wet”, not too wet and not too
dry, so that all surfaces are actually wiped clean. The NyloStripe mop head is a dual function
operational design with the active stripes cleaning the floor surface, while the white fabric holds
the accumulated dirt.
Before starting your cleaning, remove the elastic pocket mop head from the mop holder, rinse
under the tap and wring out until Damp Wet and refit to the mop holder.
Fill the spray bottle with water and, with the damp
mop fitted, mop the floor normally. For extra
performance you can add a small amount of floor
cleaner or disinfectant to the bottle which will improve
cleanliness, aroma and hygiene... three jobs done
instead of one!
Due to the high performance cleaning characteristics
of NyloStripe, floors can be cleaned without any
added chemicals - NyloStripe and water do a
excellent job.
629143 - Microfibre
NyloStripe

When using the mop you will soon see when added
dampness is required and, at this point, a couple
of pumps of the pump action s
pray will be all
that is needed. Soak the liquid on the floor into the
fabric mop head to keep it damp and keep on
mopping. Repeat as necessary, until the whole area
to be cleaned is completed.
If you are cleaning a large area that is heavily soiled,
rinse out the mop head under a tap as necessary.
Mop Tips

(1) Mops can easily be washed as necessary by hand or machine at 60°C max. DO NOT use
fabric conditioners, softeners, bleach or bleach agents as this damages the micro fibres.
(2) Do not leave mop head immersed in water, always leave to dry naturally.
(3) Although the NyloStripe mop is a professional specification, please replace when signs of
wear are evident.
(4) Because the Henry Spraymop is so easy and fast to use, and the
mop head is only damp, floors will dry very quickly - so regular mopping
is better than a once a week marathon.
The Henry Spraymop provides a quick and effective floorcare system
to professional standards.

Model Bottle Pad Weight Size
HM40 400ml 40cm 1Kg 1400mm
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